Fwd: Manipulated Michigan 2008 email does have some of the scripts heard in Apartments Fwd: Method of Torture c San Diego attached Screen shots & 3 you tube videos URL's of text messages sent to phone in Rose Canyon identical to threats heard and text messages sent and remember Google Gang Stalking makes Psychological profile of target and on the clyde Lewis show discusses hetro dyeneed fear so does dr robert duncan " the Matrix deciphered" and this u tube interview https://youtu.be/bwXnJZGXbAk Leslie didn't discover GangStalking until 6/09/09 show in attachment below as well

Higgins williams <higgwil@gmail.com>

To: 1exposingcourt@gmail.com

----- Forwarded message -----
From: "Higgins williams" <higgwil@gmail.com>
Date: Dec 8, 2018 6:36 PM
Subject: Manipulated Michigan 2008 email does have some of the scripts heard in Apartments Fwd: Method of Torture c San Diego attached Screen shots & 3 you tube videos URL's of text messages sent to phone in Rose Canyon identical to threats heard and text messages sent and remember Google Gang Stalking makes Psychological profile of target and on the clyde Lewis show discusses hetro dyeneed fear so does dr robert duncan " the Matrix deciphered" and this u tube interview https://youtu.be/bwXnJZGXbAk Leslie didn't discover GangStalking until 6/09/09 show in attachment below as well

To: <44lawyer1@gmail.com>
Cc:

GangStalk Oh My God Suck my D##: http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLG0HywY45nLFnk8QehermPAQ96d5gYnaRy

----- Forwarded message -----
From: "Higgins williams" <higgwil@gmail.com>
Date: Jul 29, 2008 3:00 PM
Subject: Method of Torture
To: <Higgwil@gmail.com>
Cc:

This part had to do with The Story of a man who was tortured to death in Michigan ignore it

BELOW IS A TRUE STORY/I HAVE ONLY CUT IRRELEVANT PARTS OF THE TEXT OF THIS STORY THAT DOE'S NOT ILLUSTRATE HOW THE NATURE OF THE LENGHT'S OF WHAT AND HOW Patrick Alan Selepak and Samantha Jean Bachynski tortured a New Baltimore couple before killing them, BY ILLUSTRATING THESE FACT'S AND AFTER YOU READ AND THEN READ MY STORY MAYBE YOU CAN SEE THAT INVADING SOMEONE'S HOUSE AND TORTUREING THEM EVEN USING A SYRINGE IS NOT THAT FAR FETCHED PHYSICALLY AS WHAT THEY DID TO THIS VICTIM.
TACTIC 4

Make the person re-evaluate the most central aspects of his or her experience of self and prior conduct in negative ways. Efforts are designed to destabilize and undermine the subject's basic consciousness, reality awareness, world view, emotional control, and defense mechanisms. The subject is guided to reinterpret his or her life's history and adopt a new version of causality.

TACTIC 6

Create strong aversive emotional arousal's in the subject by use of nonphysical punishments such as intense humiliation, loss of privilege, social isolation, social status changes, intense guilt, anxiety, manipulation and other techniques.

1--THEY MOVED IN DOWNSAIR'S WITHOUT THE VICTIM KNOWING IT BY GETTING JIM TO GET HER OUT OF THE HOUSE THRU PAT R. AND JIM'S IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY TO LESLIE

2--THEN THEY WAITED JUST A LITTLE WHILE/AND THEN THEY COHERSED THE VICTIM TO TAKE OUT LOANS THRU SCHOOL

3--THEN RIGHT BEFORE THE LOANS CAME THRU BOTH PAT AND JIM FOUND BULLSHIT RTHEASON'S TO WALK AWAY LEAVING LESLIE IN CONTROL OF HER MONEY WITH NO SOCIAL SUPPORT WHILE AT THE SAME TIME IN THIS EXACT PEIOD THEY WERE DELIBERATLY PROVOKING HER AT MEETING. They were stealing leslies money

4--THRU THE VERBAL SCRIPT'S AND METHOD'S USED HERE IN QOUTE'S. THEY ARE AS FOLLOW'S

"WHAT'S SHE DOIN IN THEIR"
"OH MY GOD"
"WHY DON'T YOU CALL THE COP'S ON HER"
"HOW COULD YOU KEEP DOIN THIS TO HER"
"WHAT ARE WE GONI TO DO IF SHE DOESN'T"
"SHE'S GONI TO HAVE TO MOVE"
"SHE'S GONI TO HAVE TO BE TAUGHT A LESSON"
"SHE NEED'S TO LEARN WHO'S BOSS"
"WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO ABOUT HER"
"WHAT'S SHE TALKING ABOUT? I WASN'T SAYING NOTHING THIS WAS TO REALLY MAKE ME QUESTION MYSELF"
"THIS IS NOT EVEN WORKING ANYMORE"
"WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO NOW"
"I DON'T WANT TO DO THIS ANYMORE/YOU BETTER THINK OF SOMETHING ELSE"
"THIS HAS GOTTEN WAY OUT OF HAND"
"WHY DON'T YOU JUST TELL HER YOUR SORRY"
"YOU HAVE NO RIGHT TO DO THIS TO HER"
"WHY SHE DOIN THAT"
"HOW FUSED UP CAN YOU BE"
"YOU GOT TO STOP THIS"
"YOU KNOW THIS IS WRONG"

#4 is massively manipulated
Manipulation is blocked out

Loans mentioned in 112.
I DON'T WANT TO BE A PART OF THIS ANYMORE"
I WONDER WHAT'S SHE IS TALKING ABOUT"
"SHE KNOWS WHAT WERE TRYING TO DO"
SHE MUST BE GETTIN READY TO DO SOMETHING"
DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME THIS CAME TO AN END"
I DON'T KNOW HOW YOU LIVE WITH YOURSELF"
"WHY DON'T YOU JUST ADMIT YOU WERE WRONG"
I DON'T HAVE THE HEART FOR THIS ANYMORE"
YOU AINT GOT NO RIGHT TO DO THIS"
"SHE HAS NO RIGHT TO DO THIS TO HER"
"WHY DON'T YOU JUST GIVE UP ON HER"
"WHAT ARE WE GOIN TO DO WITH HER"
"WHY DOE'S SHE HAVE TO BE SO SERIOUS"
"YOU BETTER THINK OF SOMETHING"
"I THINK SHE HAS BEEN THRU ENOUGH"

"WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO NOW"
"ALL RIGHT I WAS WRONG"
"HOW FUCkED UP CAN YOU BE"
THEN SOME TIME THEY WOULD GROUP THESE STATEMENTS TOGETHER TO BEHAVE AS THEIR DISCUSSING THE VICTIM'S ABNORMAL
BEHAVIOR EVEN WHEN THE VICTIM WASN'T DOING ANYTHING
CASE AND POINT/DOG AND RACOON'S IN THE WOODS RUN AND HIDE WHEN THEY HERE THEM THEY MOVE THEIR HEADS LOOKING IN THE
SAME EXACT LOCATION I HEAR THEM AT WHEN THEIR SCRIPTING/So DID MY CAT HIGGIN'S.

SO WHAT THEY DID WAS ISOLATE THE VICTIM DELIBERATE SET HER UP FOR HARASSMENT AND THREAT OF EVICTIONS THEY KNEW THE VICTIM WOULD REMEMBER THAT
THEY PROVOKED THEN KEPT THE HARASSMENT GOING BY KEEPING PTSD SYMPTOM'S ALIVE AND USE AS THE VEHICLE OF FEAR.

THEN WHEN SHE SET HERSELF UP SO THEIR METHOD'S WEREN'T WORKING AS WELL THEY ENGAGED IN THE BELOW TACTIC'S WHILE STILL
EXERCISING THE ABOVE TACTIC'S

TACTIC 7

**Intimidate the person** with the force of group-sanctioned secular psychological threats. For example, it may be suggested or implied
that failure to adopt the approved attitude, belief or consequent behavior will lead to severe punishment or dire consequences such as
physical or mental illness, the reappearance of a prior physical illness, drug dependence, economic collapse, social failure, divorce,
disintegration, failure to find a mate, etc.

TACTIC 3

**Prohibit dis confirming information** and non supporting opinions in group communication. Rules exist about permissible topics to
discuss with outsiders. Communication is highly controlled. An "in-group" language is usually constructed.

These tactics of psychological force are applied to such a severe degree that the individuals capacity to make informed or free choses
becomes inhibited. The victims become unable to make the normal, wise or balanced decisions which they most likely or normally
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